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Pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid (dipicolinic acid [DPA]) in a 1:1 chelate with calcium ion (Ca-DPA) comprises
5 to 15% of the dry weight of spores of Bacillus species. Ca-DPA is important in spore resistance to many
environmental stresses and in spore stability, and Ca-DPA levels in spore populations can vary with spore
species/strains, as well as with sporulation conditions. We have measured levels of Ca-DPA in large numbers
of individual spores in populations of a variety of Bacillus species and strains by using microfluidic Raman
tweezers, in which a single spore is trapped in a focused laser beam and its Ca-DPA is quantitated from the
intensity of the Ca-DPA-specific band at 1,017 cm!1 in Raman spectroscopy. Conclusions from these measurements include the following: (i) Ca-DPA concentrations in the spore core are >800 mM, well above
Ca-DPA solubility; (ii) SpoVA proteins may be involved in Ca-DPA uptake in sporulation; and (iii) Ca-DPA
levels differ significantly among individual spores in a population, but much of this variation could be due to
variations in the sizes of individual spores.
species, strain, and sporulation conditions (7, 11, 13, 18, 22,
27). These levels could also vary between individual spores in
a spore population, perhaps due to cellular heterogeneity (2,
8). This latter potential variation could be important, since a
spore’s DPA content can markedly influence its resistance
properties, as noted above, and thus variations in Ca-DPA
content might be correlated with heterogeneity in resistance
properties of spores in a population. Generally only spore
populations’ DPA contents have been determined, by boiling
or autoclaving large numbers of spores for 15 to 30 min, centrifuging, and measuring the DPA in the supernatant fluid
either chemically or by the optical density at 270 nm (4, 23, 26).
Ca-DPA in single spores has been detected using Raman spectroscopy (5, 6), but there have not been extensive measurements of Ca-DPA in single spores of various species and
strains, as well as in individual spores in a population.
Ca-DPA has also been suggested as a sensitive biomarker
for the rapid detection of Bacillus spores, including those of
the pathogen B. anthracis. In such procedures Ca-DPA is extracted from samples in question and then identified by either
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (10, 40) or coherent
anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (24). While the detection of
Ca-DPA is strong evidence for the presence of bacterial
spores, large variations in the Ca-DPA content between spores
of different Bacillus species and strains and among individual
spores in a population could make correlations between CaDPA levels and spore numbers imprecise.
In this communication we report measurements using microfluidic Raman tweezers of Ca-DPA levels in individual
spores of a variety of Bacillus species and strains, as well as the
variation in the Ca-DPA content among spores in a population. In this procedure a single spore is optically trapped in a
focused laser beam and its Ca-DPA level is determined from

Spores of Bacillus species are metabolically dormant cells
formed in sporulation, a process that is normally triggered by
starvation (25, 30). These spores are extremely resistant to a
variety of harsh treatments, including radiation, heat, desiccation, and toxic chemicals (20, 29). As a consequence, spores
can survive for many years in their dormant state (15). At least
some of the novel spore properties are due to the large amount
(5 to 15% of dry weight) of the spore-specific molecule pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid (dipicolinic acid [DPA]) that is located in the spore’s central region or core as a 1:1 chelate with
divalent cations, predominantly Ca2! (29). DPA is synthesized
only in the mother cell compartment of the sporulating cell and
is then taken up into the developing spore.
Although the exact function of Ca-DPA in spores has been
unclear, recent work has indicated that this compound plays
important roles in both spore resistance and stability (22, 27).
Spores that lack or have low levels of Ca-DPA are very unstable and germinate spontaneously, although the reasons for this
behavior are unknown (22, 27, 28 V. R. Vepachedu and P.
Setlow, unpublished results). One function of Ca-DPA in
spore resistance is to lower the core water content, probably by
replacing some core water (11, 22). This process can elevate
spore resistance to wet heat by protecting core proteins from
inactivation or denaturation. Ca-DPA also functions to protect
spore DNA against a variety of damaging agents, including
dry heat, desiccation, UV radiation, and some chemicals (1,
7, 22, 27, 32, 39).
Ca-DPA levels in dormant Bacillus spores can vary with the
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the intensity of the 1,017-cm"1 band (the fingerprint band of
Ca-DPA) in Raman spectroscopy. The microfluidic Raman
tweezers used for this study combines a microfluidic device and
laser tweezers Raman spectroscopy (LTRS). The LTRS technique allows capture of a single spore suspended in solution in
the focus of a near-infrared laser beam and subsequent analysis of this spore by Raman spectroscopy, from which levels of
Ca-DPA and other spore components can be determined (37,
38). LTRS has been used previously for the analysis, identification, and sorting of microorganisms (5, 31, 36) and most
recently has been used to measure Ca-DPA release during
nutrient germination of individual B. thuringiensis spores in
real time (6).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacillus species and strains used. The Bacillus species used in this work were
B. cereus T (originally obtained from H. O. Halvorson), B. megaterium QMB1551
(originally obtained from H. S. Levinson), and B. subtilis PS832, a prototrophic
derivative of strain 168. We also used two isogenic derivatives of B. subtilis
PS832, FB62 (#gerD::spc) (14) and PS3413, in which the spoVA operon is under
the control of the xylose promoter (Pxyl). The latter strain was created as follows.
An $1.4-kb EcoRI-HindIII fragment containing Pxyl and encoding the xylose
repressor was isolated from plasmid pRDC18 (amyE::PxylA xylR; obtained from
F. Arigoni), and this fragment was cloned between the EcoRI and HindIII sites
in plasmid PJL74 (16) in Escherichia coli TG1, giving plasmid pPS3384. A 325-bp
region from bp 1 to 325 of the spoVA operon was amplified by PCR using primers
with HindIII and ClaI sites (primer sequences are available on request). After
digestion of the PCR fragment with ClaI and HindIII, the fragment was cloned
between these sites in plasmid pCR2.1 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and cloned in
E. coli TG1, giving plasmid pPS3385. The 5% end of spoVAA was cut from plasmid
pPS3385 by digestion with ClaI and HindIII and cloned between these sites in
plasmid pPS3384, giving plasmid pPS3390, in which the spoVA operon is adjacent
to and under the control of Pxyl. Plasmid pPS3390 was used to transform B.
subtilis PS832 to spectinomycin resistance by integration through a single crossover at the spoVA locus, giving strain PS3413. The appropriate chromosomal
structure at the spoVA locus was confirmed by PCR analyses (data not shown).
Preparation and storage of spores. Spores of B. cereus and B. megaterium were
prepared on supplemented nutrient broth agar plates (21) at 30°C. Spores of B.
subtilis strains PS832 and FB62 were prepared at 37°C on 2& SG agar plates (21,
22). Spores of B. subtilis strains PS832 and PS3413 were also prepared on 2& SG
plates, but with xylose (0.5 or 2%). Plates were incubated for 2 to 3 days at 30 or
37°C and then for 1 to 6 days at 23°C, after which spores were scraped from
plates and purified by washing with cold water as described previously (21).
Spore preparations used in this work were free ('98%) from growing or sporulating cells and germinated spores as determined by observation in a phasecontrast microscope. Spores were stored in water at 4°C protected from light
until use. In some cases DPA was extracted from purified spore populations and
was quantitated colorimetrically as described previously (22, 26).
Microfluidic Raman tweezers. The microfluidic Raman tweezers was composed of a microfluidic device and an LTRS system. The LTRS system was in a
confocal configuration, as described previously (6, 37, 38). A laser beam from a
wavelength-stabilized diode laser at 785 nm is circularized with a prism pair,
spatially filtered, and then introduced in an inverted differential interference
contrast microscope (Nikon TE2000) equipped with an objective (100&; numerical aperture of 1.30) to form a single-beam optical trap. A bacterial spore in a
fluid medium can be trapped $10 (m above the bottom surface of a square silica
capillary in the focus of the laser beam with the gradient force so that it remains
in the laser focus for a prolonged time. The trapped spore is located exactly in the
center of the excitation volume, and the same laser beam excites Raman scattering from the trapped spore. The backward Raman scattering light is collected,
spatially filtered with a confocal pinhole, and then focused on the entrance slit of
a spectrograph and detected by a liquid nitrogen-cooled, charge-coupled detector (CCD) (Symphony CCD; Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ). The image of the trapped
spore can also be viewed through a video camera system. The Raman spectra
were recorded in the “fingerprint” range from 500 to 2,000 cm"1 with a spectral
resolution of $6 cm"1. The background spectrum was taken under the same
acquisition conditions without the cell in the trap and subtracted from spectra of
individual spores. The subtracted spectra were then smoothed using the SavitzkyGolay filter method (38), and peak heights at particular wave numbers were read
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out. The effective excitation volume ($1 fl; $1.0-(m diameter, 1.3-(m depth)
was determined by the spot size of the laser focus and the size of the confocal
pinhole and is comparable to or slightly larger than the size of most single spores,
especially since spores are aligned vertically and centrally in the laser trap due to
the weak vertical trapping force (19). The vertical orientation of the trapped
spore was confirmed by observing the spore flipping due to Brownian motion
after blocking the laser beam. In addition, all Ca-DPA in spores is located only
in the central spore core, the dimensions of which are significantly smaller
($50% smaller in the long axes and $30% smaller in the short axes) than the
entire spore (3, 11).
The microfluidic device comprised a square quartz capillary tube (50 (m by 50
(m; 5 cm long) connecting two chambers, one with the spore sample and the
other with water (S. S. Huang, D. Chen, and Y. Q. Li, unpublished data). A
precise flow pump was used to control the flow that delivered individual spores
to the laser trap where the Raman spectrum was acquired. A photodiode was
used to detect the backward elastic scattering signal from the trapped spore,
which was used to control the flow speed via the pump. When a spore arrived at
and was captured by the laser beam, the flow speed was immediately turned off
so that the spore was trapped stably for Raman acquisition. After the Raman
acquisition was completed, the flow was turned on, and the laser beam was
blocked for a short time ($10 ms) and then turned back on so that the measured
spore flowed away from the trap towards the waste chamber. The system then
awaited the arrival of the next spore in the flow. The above procedure was
repeated until completion of measurements on 200 individual spores.
Measurement of the amounts of Ca-DPA in single spores. To measure the
Ca-DPA levels in single spores of a Bacillus species/strain, $150 (l of a spore
suspension in water ($2 & 104 spores/ml) was loaded in the sample chamber of
the microfluidic device, and the spores were forced to move through the capillary
channel to the laser trap by the flow pump. A single spore was randomly trapped,
and its Raman spectrum was detected with a laser power of 30 mW and an
acquisition time of 20 s. The acquired spectra were collected and stored for up
to 200 individual spores. After completion of data collection for a spore sample,
the microfluidic device was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with alcohol and washed
three times with deionized water before subsequent use. In a few cases a 150-(l
spore sample was loaded into a microscope slide holder that was sealed with a
0.1-mm-thick quartz coverslip, and individual spores were captured and detected
by manipulating the microscope translation stage (6, 38).
A dormant B. subtilis PS832 spore and the same spore after germination were
also analyzed by LTRS to determine how much Ca-DPA was released upon
germination. For this purpose, the diluted spore suspension was heat activated at
70°C for 30 min and then cooled on ice for 15 min. A 150-(l portion of the
heat-activated spore suspension was loaded into a microscope sample holder,
and a single spore was randomly selected and analyzed with a laser power of 30
mW and a 20-s acquisition time to obtain the Raman spectrum. The same spore
was held with the laser power reduced to 5 mW; a solution of 50 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 8.4)–20 mM L-alanine was added to the sample holder to give final concentrations of Tris-HCl and L-alanine of 25 mM and 10 mM, respectively; and the
sample holder was kept at 37°C using a laboratory temperature control unit (6).
The germination of the trapped spore was then monitored continually with a
CCD acquisition time of 120 s until the intensity of the Ca-DPA band at 1,017
cm"1 dropped to near zero, indicating completion of germination, at which point
the laser power was adjusted to 30 mW and a Raman spectrum was recorded with
a 20-s acquisition time (6).
Raman spectra of 60 mM solutions of Ca-DPA and DPA (both at pH 8) were
acquired with the same experimental parameters given above. The 60 mM
Ca-DPA solution was prepared by mixing equal amounts of CaCl2 (120 mM) and
DPA (120 mM) at pH 8 just before data collection. Because of the confocal
nature of the LTRS system, only molecules within the effective excitation volume
in the Ca-DPA solution were excited such that their Raman scattering light was
collected and contributed to the recorded Raman spectra. The Ca-DPA level in
an individual spore was determined from the peak intensity at 1,017 cm"1 in its
Raman spectrum relative to the peak intensity of the same Raman band from a
Ca-DPA solution of known concentration and by multiplying this concentration
value by the excitation volume of 1 fl to obtain attomoles of Ca-DPA/spore.
In order to determine the reproducibility of measurements of Ca-DPA levels
in single spores by LTRS, a single B. subtilis PS832 spore suspended in deionized
water was trapped in the laser beam for $70 min and the acquisition of its
Raman spectrum was repeated 200 times with a laser power of 30 mW and an
acquisition time of 20 s. The 200 values of the intensity of the 1,017-cm"1 band
were then used to determine the mean value and the standard deviation of
repeated measurements of the level of Ca-DPA in this spore.
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FIG. 1. Raman spectra of dormant and germinated spores, CaDPA, and DPA. The spectra shown are from a single dormant spore
of B. subtilis 832 (a); the same spore as for curve a germinated for
30 min at 37°C in 10 mM L-alanine and 25 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH
8.4) (b); subtraction of curve b from curve a (c); 60 mM Ca-DPA,
magnified by a factor of 6 for display (d); and 60 mM DPA, also
magnified by a factor of 6 for display (e). For all measurements, the
laser power was 30 mW at 785 nm and the data acquisition time was
20 s. The positions of the Raman bands of Ca-DPA at 1,017, 1,395,
1,446, and 1,572 cm"1are marked (the 1,004-cm"1 band is due to
phenylalanine, and the 1,655-cm"1 band is due to the amide I
vibration of proteins), and the vertical baselines for spectra a to d
were shifted upwards for display. The bright-field image of the
spore in the laser trap is shown as the dark ring in the inserted
picture, which is surrounded by a bright ring that was caused by the
diffraction of the illumination beam by the spore.

RESULTS
Raman spectra of dormant and germinated spores, CaDPA, and DPA. Figure 1 shows a typical Raman spectrum of a
dormant spore of B. subtilis (curve a) and of the same spore
after germination (curve b). The image of the trapped dormant
spore inside the laser beam is shown in the inset, indicating
that the transverse dimension of the spore is less than 1 (m as
expected (3, 11). Curve c shows the result of the subtraction of
curve b from curve a, thus giving the Raman spectrum of
molecules released upon spore germination. Curves d and e in
Fig. 1 show the Raman spectra of Ca-DPA and DPA solutions,
respectively. Comparison of the spectra in curves c and d
indicates that Raman bands at 659, 824, 1,017, 1,395, 1,446,
and 1,572 cm"1 in the Ca-DPA solution are also present in the
material that is released upon spore germination. Note that
there are small but significant differences in the wave numbers
for the Raman peaks of Ca-DPA (1,017, 1,395, and 1,443
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cm"1) and DPA (1,001, 1,387, and 1,440 cm"1) in solution,
suggesting that DPA in the dormant spore core is chelated with
Ca2! rather than in the free state, as suggested previously (11,
12, 18). However, there are subtle differences in the ratios of
the heights of some of the Ca-DPA peaks in curves c and d, for
example, the 1,017-cm"1 and 1,395-cm"1 bands, suggesting
that the state of Ca-DPA inside dormant spores is likely different from that of Ca-DPA in solution (see Discussion). The
824-cm"1 band was previously assigned to the vibration mode
of the CH out-of-plane deformation of DPA, 1,017 cm"1 to
symmetric ring “breathing,” and 1,395 cm"1 to O-C-O symmetric stretch (10). Again, the observation of a higher ratio of
intensities the 824-cm"1 peak to the 1,017-cm"1 peak in spores
(curve c) than that in bulk solution (curve d) suggests that the
state of Ca-DPA inside spores is likely somewhat different
from that of Ca-DPA in solution.
Levels of Ca-DPA in single spores. The level of Ca-DPA in
the single dormant spore in Fig. 1, curve a, was determined as
described in Materials and Methods from the peak height of
the 1,017-cm"1 band, which gave a Ca-DPA concentration in
the excitation volume of 381 mM. However, since the dormant
spore’s core is significantly smaller than the excitation volume
(see Discussion), the Ca-DPA concentration in this spore’s
core is significantly higher than 381 mM. Since we do not know
the size of this spore’s core, we have expressed the level of
Ca-DPA/spore in attomoles, by multiplying the determined
Ca-DPA concentration by the excitation volume of 1 fl. Thus,
this spore contains 381 attomoles of Ca-DPA.
Ca-DPA content of individual spores in a B. subtilis spore
population. Figure 2a and b show the variation in levels of
Ca-DPA per spore among 200 single spores of B. subtilis strain
PS832 (wild type). The results indicate that levels of Ca-DPA
in individual spores in a population vary significantly, with a
standard deviation of 59 attomoles around a mean value of 384
attomoles (Fig. 2; Table 1). This heterogeneity could have two
possible sources: (i) cellular heterogeneity during the sporulation process and (ii) errors in measurement of Ca-DPA levels.
However, the latter does not appear to be a source of significant heterogeneity, since 200 measurements on a single B.
subtilis spore (Fig. 2c and d; Table 1) gave a mean value for this
spore’s Ca-DPA level of 351 attomoles and, more importantly,
a standard deviation of only 11 attomoles. The latter value
indicates that the measurement error in the Ca-DPA level in
an individual spore is only )3%, well below the variation in
Ca-DPA levels among individual B. subtilis spores in a population ()15%) (Fig. 2a and b; Table 1), indicating that there is
indeed significant heterogeneity in Ca-DPA levels among
spores in a population. The fact that a spore’s Ca-DPA level
was unchanged in the 30-mW laser beam for more than an
hour also rules out effects of near-infrared laser power on
levels of Ca-DPA in spores.
Levels of Ca-DPA in spores of different Bacillus species/strains.
Figure 3 and Table 1 show the distribution of Ca-DPA levels and
the mean values and standard deviations of Ca-DPA levels in
individual wild-type spores of B. cereus, B. megaterium, and B.
subtilis. Analysis of the Ca-DPA levels in single spores of a B.
subtilis gerD strain that has altered spore germination properties
(23) gave values very similar to those of its wild-type parent (Fig.
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FIG. 2. Variation in the level of Ca-DPA in spores of B. subtilis. Levels of Ca-DPA in 200 individual B. subtilis PS832 (wild-type) spores (a and
b) and in a single spore measured 200 times (c and d) were determined as described in Materials and Methods. The solid lines in panels b and
d are the Guassian fits of the histogram distributions.

3; Table 1). The results indicate that B. cereus spores have the
most Ca-DPA among these three species. However, the most
notable result was that the percent standard deviation from the
mean of Ca-DPA levels in spores of all three species was between

TABLE 1. Levels of Ca-DPA in spores of different Bacillus
species and strainsa
Mean Ca-DPA level
(amol) in spores

SD, amol
(%)c

B. cereus T

516

)81 (16)

B. megaterium QM B1551

420

)84 (20)

B. subtilis
PS832 (wt)
FB62 (gerD)
PS832 (2% xyl)
PS3413 (2% xyl)
PS3413 (0.5% xyl)
PS832 (wt)d

384
391
294
244
174
351

)59 (15)
)51 (13)
)40 (14)
)41 (17)
)38 (22)
)11 (3)

Species and strainb

a
Ca-DPA levels in 200 individual spores of various Bacillus species and strains
were determined as described in Materials and Methods, and mean values and
standard deviations were calculated.
b
wt, wild type; xyl, xylose. In strain PS3413 the spoVA operon is under the
control of Pxyl.
c
The value in parentheses is the percent standard deviation from the mean.
d
In this case the Ca-DPA level in a single spore was measured 200 times.

13 and 20%, much higher than the comparable value due to
measurement errors on a single spore (Table 1).
We also measured Ca-DPA levels in individual spores of B.
subtilis strain PS3413, in which the spoVA operon is under the
control of Pxyl. Previous work has shown that one or more of
the proteins encoded by the spoVA operon are essential for the
uptake of DPA by the developing spore (9, 33, 34), so having
spoVA under Pxyl control can allow control of levels of SpoVA
proteins in developing spores, and thus potentially Ca-DPA
levels, by sporulation with different concentrations of xylose.
Indeed, strain PS3413 sporulated without xylose yielded no
dormant spores, as the developing spores lysed late in sporulation (data not shown), as do DPA-less spores (22, 33). However, sporulation with a minimum of 0.5% xylose did allow
successful sporulation. Analysis of the levels of Ca-DPA in
individual spores of strain PS3413 sporulated with 0.5 and 2%
xylose and comparison of these data with those for sporulation
of wild-type spores prepared similarly showed that the PS3413
spores had less Ca-DPA than did wild-type spores, with there
being less Ca-DPA with less xylose present in the sporulation
medium (Table 1). There was also significant heterogeneity in
the levels of Ca-DPA in spores prepared with xylose (Fig. 3;
Table 1).
We also extracted the DPA from populations of B. subtilis
spores made with and without xylose and analyzed the DPA
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FIG. 3. Distribution of Ca-DPA levels in individual spores. CaDPA levels in 200 individual spores of different Bacillus species/strains
were determined as described in Materials and Methods. The spores
analyzed were from B. cereus T (a), B. megaterium QM B1551 (b), B.
subtilis FB62 (gerD) (c), B. subtilis PS832 (wild type) grown with 2%
xylose (d), B. subtilis PS3413 (Pxyl-spoVA) grown with 2% xylose (e),
and B. subtilis PS3413 grown with 0.5% xylose (f).

colorimetrically (Table 2). The relative levels of DPA in various B. subtilis spore populations determined by this procedure
agreed very well with relative levels determined by LTRS
(compare data in Tables 1 and 2).
DISCUSSION
The results reported in this communication allow a number
of conclusions. The first is that the LTRS methodology for
analysis of Ca-DPA levels in single spores appears to be accurate and reproducible and gives values that are in good agreement with values determined from population measurements.
Thus, the LTRS methodology should prove extremely useful in
the analysis of studies of Ca-DPA levels in dormant spores and
Ca-DPA release during spore germination or killing.
The second conclusion concerns the concentration of CaDPA in the spore core. The mean Ca-DPA concentrations
measured in the excitation volume in which individual wildtype spores were analyzed were 400 to 500 mM. However,
these values are underestimates of the Ca-DPA concentration
of the spore core, since the spore core volumes are well below
the 1-fl excitation volume (3, 11). While total spore volumes
can approach 1 fl (3), the percentage of total spore volume in
the core is *50% (11). Thus, Ca-DPA concentrations in the
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core are actually '800 mM to 1 M. These values are well above
the solubility of Ca-DPA (!100 mM) and indicate that the
majority of Ca-DPA in the spore core is in an insoluble form,
as has been suggested previously (11, 17, 18).
The third conclusion is that the work in this communication
supports a role for SpoVA proteins in Ca-DPA accumulation
during sporulation, either directly or indirectly, as has been
suggested previously (9, 33, 34). This conclusion is indicated by
the increase in Ca-DPA levels in PS3413 spores in which increasing xylose concentrations were used to induce spoVA expression. Presumably the decrease in Ca-DPA levels in wildtype spores prepared on medium with xylose is due to some
effect of the high xylose concentrations on the sporulation
process itself. Analysis of the levels of one SpoVA protein,
SpoVAD, in PS3413 spores has shown that spores prepared
with 1% xylose have only $50% of the SpoVAD as do spores
prepared with 2% xylose and that the level in the latter spores
is only slightly (!15%) lower than that in wild-type spores prepared with 2% xylose (Vepachedu and Setlow, unpublished
results). However, the sizes of PS3413 and PS832 spores prepared with xylose were the same (within 7%) as that of PS832
spores prepared without xylose (Vepachedu and Setlow, unpublished results). Recent work also has strongly suggested
that SpoVA proteins play a major, and probably a direct, role
in Ca-DPA efflux during spore germination (35).
The final and most notable conclusion is that the amount of
Ca-DPA per spore is not a constant but can vary significantly.
Significant variation in Ca-DPA levels between populations of
spores of different species and between spore populations prepared under different sporulation conditions was observed
many years ago (18). However, variation in Ca-DPA levels
between individuals in a population of spores prepared together has not been investigated. Since the variation in the
Ca-DPA levels of individual spores in a population determined
in the current work is much larger than the variation due to
measurement errors, there must be significant variation in the
amounts of Ca-DPA in individual spores in a population. We
cannot definitively explain this variation. However, one possible explanation is that there actually may be no significant
differences in the Ca-DPA concentrations in individual spores
in a population but that there is significant variation in the sizes
of spores in a population, with larger spores having more total
Ca-DPA and smaller spores having less. We cannot test this
explanation at present, since we cannot accurately determine
the sizes of those individual spores in which we determine

TABLE 2. Levels of DPA in B. subtilis spore populations prepared
with or without xylosea
% Xylose added to
sporulation medium

DPA content
(% dry wt)b

PS832 (wild type)

0
0.5
2

11.6
9.5
9.0

PS3413 (Pxyl-spoVA)

0.5
2

4.9
8.1

B. subtilis strain

a
Spores of various strains were prepared and purified, and DPA was extracted
and analyzed colorimetrically as described in Materials and Methods.
b
The standard deviations for the DPA contents were )6%.
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amounts of Ca-DPA. However, it is well known that sizes of
spores of a single strain can vary significantly depending on the
sporulation medium, for example, as much as threefold in
volume for spores of B. megaterium (13). Thus, it would not be
surprising if spore size varied significantly in populations, either for stochastic reasons or because of heterogeneity/asynchrony in the sporulation process itself. Indeed, sizes of B.
cereus, B. megaterium, and B. subtilis spores prepared under
conditions and in media very similar to those used in current
work do show significant variation as determined by electron
microscopy of spores that are fixed while in water (3). Strikingly, the percent standard deviations from the means of the
volumes of the whole spores of these species (excluding the
exosporia) vary between 17 to 20% (3). Comparable data are
not available on the variation in the size of the spore core
among individual spores in a population. However, the similarity between the average percent standard deviations from
the means of the Ca-DPA contents of individual spores in a
population ()17%) (Table 1) and the percent standard deviations from the means of B. cereus, B. megaterium, and B.
subtilis spore size ()19%) (3) is certainly consistent with variations in spore size being the major cause of the variation in
Ca-DPA levels in individual spores. Indeed, with populations
of B. megaterium spores, an increase in spore volume of $3fold results in a nearly comparable increase in the spores’ DPA
content (13). Consequently, while there is significant variation
in the levels of Ca-DPA in individual spores in populations,
there may be only minimal differences in the actual Ca-DPA
concentrations in the cores of these individual spores. This
further suggests that heterogeneity in the degree of resistance
of individual spores in a population to an agent such as wet
heat, in which Ca-DPA concentration plays a significant role, is
not due to variations in Ca-DPA concentration. However, we
appreciate that we have by no means shown that larger spores
do indeed have slightly more Ca-DPA and smaller spores have
less. In addition, our findings do not rule out the presence of an
extremely small percentage of spores in a population that have
a much higher Ca-DPA concentration than the average and
thus perhaps have very elevated wet heat resistance.
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